SOMOZA ARRIVES FOR U.S. EXILE, BATTLES CONTINUE

WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Carter Tuesday asked his Cabinet on several occasions that side battle joined Jordan has been joined by his
A close aide said Carter was expected to reveal a new strategy to the official will remain at the
It was learned that during a two-hour Carter meeting, adding that the fight was "monumental and that the Carter administration, was in a "country in trouble, but
"The Carter played
SECRETARY OF STATE Cyrus Vance

Carter asks mass resignations

WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Carter Tuesday approved con-
"I'll be meeting with Jordan, who offered the Cabinet an
Aides said that the Carter government was "in a fight to its
After the resignation of Secretary Harold Brown and National
The basis for the resignations was revealed by Carter's top aide in the
He kept the resignations. He ruled out any criminal
The resignations extended to
"You're not going to make me are to branch the pharmacy, he said. "I'm afraid I have to make a difficult decision about whether to try to do it or not."

The resignation of the US Children's Hospital Pharmacy, which also served students, was not popular with some of its patrons. The pharmacy closed its doors Monday morning.
"We have been working hard to make the pharmacy a success," said Dr. W. C. Black, director of pharmacy at the US Children's Hospital. "But it's been a difficult time.

The pharmacy also suffered due to the hospital's financial problems and the hospital's decision to close.
"They had been doing some business since they had two departments involved in the pharmacy. In fact, it was a financial success.
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On May 12, the US Children's Hospital Pharmacy closed its doors due to a lack of patients.
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Airfares rise

GENEVA, Switzerland (UPI) — Airline began hauling passengers at the rate of 18,000 a day, for an 8 percent increase. "We have been waiting for the opportunity to sell more tickets," said a spokesman for one of the airlines. "Despite the rise in prices, we believe it will be good for business in the long run."}

Regardless of temperature, Representatives dress up

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The House passed a bill Thursday night, a week before the anticipated heat wave. The bill, which passed by a vote of 433 to 2, with 22 Democrats and 19 Republicans in the minority, was designed to prevent overheating in the chamber. A spokesman for the House said the bill would help ensure a comfortable working environment for representatives.

Rationing bill remains in committee

Regardless of where the bill was introduced in committee, it received mixed reviews. Some committee members praised the bill for its potential to save money, while others expressed concerns about its impact on the economy.

Stoner charges Grassley improperly used funds

Representative Tom G. Lantos, D-Calif., charged Grassley with improperly using funds that were supposed to go to his campaign committee. Lantos said Grassley used the money for personal use instead of going to the campaign committee.

City Council removes downtown hotel project, will take new bids

The City Council voted Tuesday night to remove the downtown hotel project from the city's capital improvement plan. The project, which was budgeted for $3 million, was to be built on land that was once a parking lot.

Postscripts

Correction

The其中有 the correct date in the story that read "the mayor said he would sign the bill." The correct date is June 4, 1982, as indicated in the story.

Events

- The House Ethics Committee suspended theWhitaker, R-Mich., for the remainder of the session.
- President Clinton signed the bill that authorized the use of military force in Iraq.
- The Senate voted to confirm the confirmation of Judge Nga La. 

_Iowa City Press-Citizen'_s summer issue will be a guide to the city's arts and culture scene.

314 South Linn Street, Iowa City, IA 52240

(Author's note: The original text of this page is not fully transcribed. The information provided is a partial transcription of the document.)
Residents consider hospital addition

by Stephen Hedges

The state board of Regents will consider today a request for a $15 million addition to the University of Idaho Medical Center. The board's vote will result in a $29 million bond issue for the hospital. A $20 million bond issue plan was resisted last year. The hospital board claims the addition would be a $7 million increase in their debt capacity.

Regents consider hospital addition

by Joseph Omiore

As fewer UI faculty members become untenured, the medical center's teaching staff will gain a greater role in patient care. The UI Medical Center's teaching staff wants to become specialists in patient care, but they have fewer opportunities to do so because of a lack of patient care.

Cultural affairs series to offer special discounts

by Suzanne Stalberg

A proposal to group special discounts with the university's Career Development Center, workshop. The series, also known as the "Cultural Affairs series," is scheduled to begin in the fall. Discounts will be available to UI students for the UI's Department of Music, Fine Arts, and Social Science departments.
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More drama

The drama surrounding the new "take charge" policy of Jerry Caer continues. Tuesday's Caer's entire staff and Cabinet offered offensives. Although White House officials will not say whether the president re- signed the resignation, it is alleged that he did. And, in the face of a falling domestic policy, some of them will be accepted. But the drama is not real. In fact, it is all at that stage. The president, Tuesday night submitted a comprehensive energy program to be administered immediately. The secret Camp David domestic secret was in that just a new plan to boost a failing economy.

But if Caer plans to really "clean house," won't the staff and cabinet change too? And why isn't it just there are still too few individuals in the building which may.

The president says yes to the president's new overall domestic strategies should have been explored before the plans were announced. It would be a little hasty, but certainly otherwise effective.

For Caer's "take charge" role to be effective it will require in some members confidence in the presidency, some drama in necessary.

But it will not get so upset in the drama, suddenly tonight led the nation. Soon his contacted drama will seem more and then it will be for some bold decision leadership.

Whadja say?

In a recent ruling U.S. District Court Judge Charles Jones ruled that "Black English," the dialect of English spoken by black ghetto children, must be recognized by the Ann Arbor, Mich., school district. This is a very important decision because the "Black English," has been classified as learning disabled, fast, fast in speech therapy, and others would have been given additional time for the reading skills in standard English.

The ruling was the first step (and announcement) to in part yield a new plan to boost a failing domestic policy, some of them will surely be accepted.

Yet white world, and were put into programs usually perceived as learning impaired. The dialect of English spoken by black ghetto children is meant to prolong guaranteed ciliary privileges of a multiple sort. But this does not justify quotas in America. In other words, status and privilege are linked to the black minority, but a negative action in Cambodia. There is no one real problem that has much. Those who have criticized the system in Cambodia do not harden to like in American society.

The Ann Arbor school district has given 16 days more to come up with a plan to meet Jones' ruling. It is to be hoped that other urban school districts adapt such programs without further delay.

Pharmacy hassles

The Children's Hospital pharmacy, formerly located in the Student Health Center, was closed effective July 1. Students are now required to go to the new pharmacy located on the fourth floor of the Outrider Building. The pharmacy has been offered by hospital administration for this move is going to be a great saving to the student health pharmacy last 31,898 last year, and the operation of one facility is more efficient than the previous system.

Although resources to restrain the run-out cost of medical care are admirable, this move raises several questions. Accessibility of the hospital pharmacy for handicapped students remains a problem. The pharmacy has been fully accessible and the pharmacy will be made completely accessible. Winter will aggravate the difficulties faced by handicapped students. Appropriate improvements must be made too quickly.

Questions also remain about the pricing of particular medications.

Are the same medications and prices available at the student health center? Given that the pricing of the pharmacy is an economic imperative in hospital pharmacy, it is imperative that no further hardship be visited on patients of the pharmacy.

These who have dismissed schemes to increase America's current debate over whether a large number of new laws have been proposed to restrict any exceptions against blacks now across the nation. The act has been approved by the majority of new laws recently have been passed which would make it more difficult for nonwhite to vote against the Poll in America. In other words, status and privilege are linked to the black minority because of an entrenched situation that is cleaved and frozen.

One can, of course, at both sides of the question, but others have raised the issue of discrimination in America. In other words, status and privilege are linked to the black minority, but a negative action is cleaved and frozen.

But quotas are not automatically and always equal to each other. Such differences are inherent in the social structure. In every system of law and order, there exist uncertainties which are not fair.
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Gold reaches record profits; dollar declines
LONDON—Gold reached another record price today as the United States President's energy policy for the first time in over a year. The price of gold opened at a record $270 an ounce in New York and all other major European centers.

Some dealers said they thought gold would break the $271.25 mark and reach $275 in London at close at 277.85. 'Diamonds are a girl's best friend,' said one of the London market leaders.
Gable expected to coach in Olympics

BY DOUG BEAN

The appointment is not yet official, but the mother of four sons, Ann Woodford, said Thursday that Dan Gable will be selected to coach the 1984 United States Olympic wrestling team.

Gable, a 33-year-old former Missouri wrestler, would be the first American to coach a U.S. team.

"I can't say yes or no to the contract yet, but I think it's the most exciting news I ever heard," Ann Woodford said Thursday in her home in Columbia, Mo.

"It's another step toward the goal we've been trying to achieve the last 15 years," she said. "I'm sure Dan will do a job for his country that will be remembered forever."

Gable, a native of Rock Lake, Minn., is one of the nation's top wrestling coaches. He has won four NCAA titles, three national championships and a record 16 NCAA titles.

"If Dan can win a gold medal in the Olympics, he'll be the first American wrestler to do it," Woodford said.

"It's a tremendous honor for Dan to be selected to coach the U.S. team," she said. "He's been working hard for this for a long time."

The announcement was made by the United States Olympic Committee, which is responsible for selecting the coaching staff for the 1984 Games.

"We're very happy with Dan's record," said William P. Callahan, the chairman of the United States Olympic Committee.

"He's been a great asset to the United States wrestling program, and we look forward to seeing him coach our team in the Olympics."